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To 

Bruce C. Vladeck 

Administrator 

Health Care Financing Administration 


This memorandum alerts you to the issuance on January 19 , 19 9 5 


of our final audit report. A copy is attached. 


The primary purpose of our review was to determine why the Island Peer Review 

Organization’s (IPRO) denials of Medicaid claims were rejected by New York’s 

Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) and to determine whether any of 

the claims denials warrant additional recovery action by New York State (NYS). Our 

review was made of IPRO’s denial determinations for admissions on or after January 1, 

1988 and included denials submitted by IPRO through March 27, 1993. 


We determined that the primary cause of these claims denial rejections by MMIS was 

systems incompatibility. Our review also found that no formal review of the rejected 

claims denials had been made by NYS. Rather, we were advised that State officials 

believed that the claims denials had already been recouped because the affected providers 

had voluntarily submitted the claims denials themselves prior to IPRO’s submission. 

Accordingly, State officials believed that the recoveries had been made and that no 

further recovery action was required. 


Of the 2,281 claims denials reviewed, we found that 1,100 or 48 percent had voluntarily 

been processed by the providers. For another 335 claims denials, we determined that 

IPRO had reversed its original denial determination. Therefore, for 1,435 claims 

denials, no further recovery action is warranted. 


However, for the remaining 846 claims denials, we believe that IPRO’s denial 

determinations remain valid but timing factors, system limitations, clerical errors, and 
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lack of follow-up have precluded the processing of the necessary financial adjustments. 
For these claims, we believe additional recovery action should be initiated by NYS. For 
the 846 claims, we identified a potential unrecovered amount of $5,029,429 (Federal 
share $1,997,235) in claims denials submitted by IPRO that were not processed. As a 
result, neither the State nor the Federal Government have been properly credited with 
their share of these overpayments. 

We are recommending that NYS work with IPRO and the affected providers to review 
our findings and determine what portion of the amount that we identified as unrecovered 
represents firm denial amounts. Once determined, the unrecovered claims should be 
recouped and the Federal share returned. In addition, we are recommending that NYS 
institute procedures to preclude this situation from recurring. 

In their comments, State officials generally concur with the recommendations discussed 
in our report. In addition, regional officials of the Health Care Financing 
Administration also concurred with the findings and recommendations contained in our 
report. 

For further information, contact: 
John Tournour 
Regional Inspector General 

for Audit Services, Region II 
(2 12) 264-4620 

Attachment 
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Our Reference: Common Identification Number A-02-94-01 008 


Mr. Michael J. Dowling 


Commissioner 


New York State Department 

of Social Services 


40 North Pearl Street 


Albany, New York 12243 


Dear Mr. Dowling: 


This is to advise you of the results of our REVIEW OF THE ISLAND PEER 


REVIEW ORGANIZATION’S DENIALS OF FULL MEDICAL ASSISTANCE 


CLAIMS THAT NEW YORK STATE IDENTIFIED AS PENDED OR DENIED 


THROUGH THE AUTOMATED VOID PROCESS. 


The primary purpose of our review was to determine why the Island Peer 


Review Organization’s (IPRO) denials were rejected and categorized as 


Pended or Denied by the Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) 


and to determine whether any of the identified pended or denied transactions 


warrant additional recovery action by New York State (NYS). Our review was 


made of IPRO’s denial determinations for admissions on or after January 1, 


1988 and included denials submitted for voiding by IPRO through March 27, 

1993. 


During our review period, IPRO was under contract with NYS to perform peer 


reviews of inpatient hospital stays to determine whether the services were 


appropriate and met professionally recognized standards. In performing these 


reviews, IPRO had the authority to deny claims when their 

medical records determined that the claimed services were 

failed to meet professional standards. In this regard, IPRO 

capacity to submit voided claims information via computer 

examination of 

inappropriate or 
developed the 

tapes directly to 

Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) which is the fiscal agent for the NYS 
Medicaid program. The CSC operates the State’s computerized MMIS and 

processes IPRO’s voids which should result in the recovery of the affected 

Medicaid funds. 
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We examined denial data appearing on computer generated reports entitled 


Pended or Denied Void Transactions. These computer reports contained data 


on 2,281 hospital claims which IPRO had denied, submitted to CSC for 


voiding under the automated void system, but which the MMIS rejected as 


being unable to be processed. We recently issued a final audit report 


(performed under CIN A-02-93-01023) on the automated void system and 


those denials that were successfully voided. Our current audit builds upon 


the knowledge of the automated void system that we gained during our 

previous audit. As part of our current review, we analyzed why the denial 


transactions were rejected by the system, what action NYS took to resolve 


the pended or denied transactions and we evaluated whether additional 


recovery action by NYS appeared warranted. Where our analysis indicated 


that a potential unrecovered denial determination existed, we computed the 


amount to be recouped. 


We determined that the primary factor which caused the 2,281 claims to be 


pended or denied was that the claim reference numbers (CRNs), (a unique 


number assigned by the MMIS to each claim) on the IPRO automated void 

tapes did not match the CRNs contained on the MMIS inpatient paid history 


files at CSC. A further discussion as to why the CRNs did not match is 


contained in the body of our report. 


Our audit determined that no formal review of the pended or denied claims 


had been made by NYS. Rather, we were advised that State officials believed 


that the claims appearing on the Pended or Denied Void Transactions reports 


had been recouped because the affected providers had voluntarily submitted 

the voided claims themselves directly to CSC prior to IPRO’s submission. 


Accordingly, State officials believed that the recoveries had been made and 


that no further action was required. 


Of the 2,281 pended or denied claims reviewed, we found that 1,100 or 48 


percent were attributable to the State’s explanation that the providers 


themselves had voluntarily processed the necessary voids or adjustments. 

For another 335 claims, we determined that IPRO had reversed its original 


denial determinations subsequent to the printing of the Pended or Denied Void 


Transactions report. Accordingly, for these 1,435 claims, no further recovery 


action is warranted and their status as pended or denied claims has been 

resolved. 


However, for the remaining 846 claims, we believe that IPRO’s denial 


determinations remain valid but timing factors, system limitations involving 


the CRN field, clerical errors and lack of follow-up have precluded the 


processing of the necessary financial adjustments. For these claims, we 


believe additional recovery action should be initiated by NYS and we have 
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computed the potential financial effect of the unprocessed denial 


determinations. For the 846 claims, we identified a potential unrecovered 


amount of $5,029,429 (Federal share $1,997,235) in claims submitted for 


voiding by IPRO that were not processed by CSC. The 846 claims represent 


denials involving 107 hospitals that were pended or denied during the 


processing phase and still remain unrecovered. As a result, neither the State 


nor the Federal Government have been properly credited with their share of 


these overpayments. 


We are recommending that NYS work with IPRO and the affected providers to 


review our findings and determine what portion of the amount that we 


identified as unrecovered represents firm denial amounts. Once determined, 


the unrecovered claims should be recouped and the Federal share returned. 


In addition, we are recommending that NYS institute follow-up procedures to 


timely review, evaluate, and clear transactions appearing on the Pended or 


Denied Void Transactions reports. 


INTRODUCTION 

Backqround 


The Medicaid program, authorized by Title XIX of the Social Security Act, as 


amended, provides grants to States for furnishing medical assistance to 


eligible low-income persons. The States arrange with medical service 


providers such as physicians, pharmacies, hospitals, nursing homes, and 


other organizations to provide the needed medical assistance. 


On May 1, 1966, NYS initiated its Medicaid program. The NYS Department 


of Social Services (DSS) is the Single State Agency for Medicaid. The DSS 


delegates certain of its responsibilities to other State agencies. One such 


agency is the Department of Health (DOH). The DOH is responsible for 


developing medical standards, monitoring the quality of care provided to 


patients, and establishing Medicaid rates and fees. To ensure that the 


services provided to a patient are appropriate and to help control health care 


costs, DOH contracted with IPRO to perform utilization reviews. As part of 

their reviews, IPRO evaluates the appropriateness of inpatient hospital 


admissions and discharges and reviews the quality of care provided. 


During our review period, IPRO’s responsibilities included reviewing inpatient 


stays (except AIDS cases) at New York City and Long Island hospitals from 

January 1988 to April 1989, reviewing inpatient stays (except AIDS cases) at 


all NYS hospitals after April 1989, and reviewing selected AIDS cases after 
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April 1991. When IPRO performed peer reviews of inpatient hospital stays 


reimbursed by Medicaid, it determined whether the care provided met 


professionally recognized standards. Based on their peer review, IPRO either 


approved a hospital stay, disallowed the entire stay which should have 


resulted in full recovery of Medicaid funds, or disallowed a portion of the stay 


which should have resulted in partial recovery of Medicaid funds. 


When IPRO denied an entire stay or portion of a stay, the denial determination 


was sent to the affected hospital. Hospital officials then had the opportunity 


to appeal the determination. For admissions on or after January 1, 1988, 


IPRO had the capability of submitting claims to be voided via computer tapes 


to New York’s MMIS fiscal agent. When processed successfully, the voided 


claims resulted in the recovery of IPRO’s full denials. 


On April 13, 1994, we issued a final audit report entitled REVIEW OF THE 


ISLAND PEER REVIEW ORGANIZATIONS DENIALS OF FULL MEDICAL 


ASSISTANT CLAIMS THAT NEW YORK STATE IDENTIFIED AS 


SUCCESSFULLY RECOVERED THROUGH THE AUTOMATED VOID PROCESS 

(Common Identification Number A-02-93-01 023). In performing our current 


audit, we utilized knowledge gained in our previous audit. Our prior audit 


work provided us with reasonable assurance that the automated void system 


was working properly. However, we did find a significant system weakness 


in that hospitals were resubmitting previously voided claims through the 


MMIS and the claims were being paid despite the fact that IPRO had made a 


denial determination and thus the original claim had been voided and 


recouped. Our current audit found evidence of this problem as well. 


Scooe of Review 


The primary purpose of our review was to determine why IPRO’s denials were 


rejected and categorized as pended or denied by the MMIS and to determine 


whether any of the identified pended or denied transactions warrant additional 


recovery action by New York State. Our review was made of IPRO’s denial 


determinations for admissions on or after January 1, 1988 and included 

denials submitted for voiding by IPRO through March 27, 1993. Our review 


was limited to full denial determinations and did not include partial claims’ 


denials. 


We examined denial data appearing on computer generated reports entitled 


Pended or Denied Void Transactions. These computer reports contained data 


on 2,281 hospital claims which IPRO had denied, submitted to CSC for 


voiding under the automated void system, but which the MMIS system 

rejected as being unable to be processed. As part of our current review, we 


analyzed why the denial transactions were rejected by the system, what 
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action NYS took to resolve the pended or denied transactions and we 

evaluated whether additional recovery action by NYS appeared warranted. 

Where our analysis indicated that a potential unrecovered denial determination 

existed, we computed the adjustment amount. 

In computing the adjustment, we obtained final denial determination 

information from IPRO and we performed various computer programming 

applications at the MMIS fiscal agent to determine if the claims submitted for 

voiding by IPRO, that were subsequently pended or denied by CSC, have 
been recovered and whether the State and the Federal Government have been 

credited with their share of these overpayments. Our applications extracted 

all inpatient claims on file at the MMIS fiscal agent for each of the recipients 

that IPRO denied Medicaid stays during our review period. We compared the 

denial determination information to the extracted claims information to 

determine if recoupment action had occurred. Where no recoupment action 

was indicated, we calculated the overpayment amount not recovered. Our 

computations were made as of November 4, 1993. As such, any 

recoupments made after this date would lower the unrecovered amounts 

discussed in this report. 

Our review was conducted in accordance with generally accepted 

governmental auditing standards. It included such tests and other auditing 

procedures that we considered necessary in the circumstances. During our 

review period, we interviewed IPRO and NYS officials and reviewed applicable 

policies and procedures relevant to the automated void process. We 
documented our understanding of the automated void process and conducted 

tests to determine that it had been placed in operation and was working. 

While acquiring an understanding of the internal control structure, it became 

apparent that no internal controls, edits, or other mechanisms existed that 

would ensure recoupment of IPRO’s voided claims that were pended or 

denied by CSC. As a result, we assessed control risk at the maximum level 

and decided to perform substantive testing of the total number of full 

Medicaid denials for the 135 hospitals included in our review. As part of our 

review, we did not perform a facility-wide review of the electronic data 

processing general and application controls within the MMIS. 

Audit field work was performed at DSS, DOH, IPRO, and the MMIS fiscal 

agent during the period November 1993 to May 1994. 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Contrary to the State’s belief that no further recovery action was needed on 

claims appearing on the Pended or Denied Void Transaction reports, we found 

that for 846 of the 2,281 claims appearing on these reports, involving 107 

hospitals, a potential unrecovered amount of $5,029,429 (Federal share 

$1,997,235) exists for unprocessed denial determinations made by IPRO. As 
neither the State nor the Federal Government have been properly credited 

with their share of these overpayments, we are recommending that NYS work 

with IPRO and the affected providers to review our findings and determine 

what portion of the amount that we identified as unrecovered represents firm 

denial amounts. Once determined, the unrecovered claims should be 

recouped and the Federal share returned. In addition, we are recommending 

that NYS institute follow-up procedures to timely review, evaluate, and clear 

transactions appearing on the Pended or Denied Void Transactions reports. 

For our audit period, we determined that IPRO submitted a total of 2,281 

voided claims that were subsequently pended or denied by CSC for 135 

hospitals within NYS. These 2,281 claims appeared on IPRO’s Pended or 

Denied Void Transactions reports. We determined that the primary factor 

which caused the 2,281 claims to be pended or denied was that the CRNs, (a 

unique number assigned by the MMIS to each claim) on the IPRO automated 

void tapes did not match the CRNs contained on the MMIS inpatient paid 

history file at CSC. Through analysis, we identified the following reasons 

why the CRNs would not match. 

1. 	 Providers had voluntarily submitted voided claims prior to the date 
when the IPRO automated void tapes were submitted for processing. 

In this situation, the processing of the providers’ voided claims 
eliminated the original claims from the inpatient paid history file and 

when the IPRO voids were run, no match could occur. This situation 

should not require any additional recovery action. However, our review 

determined that, similar to the weaknesses identified in our earlier audit 

report, some providers resubmitted their previously voided claims for 

payment and were paid. As a result, IPRO’s void process was 

circumvented and providers received payment for claims that had been 

denied. 
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2. 	 Providers had submitted adjustment claims prior to the date when the 

IPRO automated void tapes were submitted for processing. When an 

adjusted claim is processed, a new CRN is assigned and the original 

claim’s CRN is moved to the former CRN field on the inpatient paid 

history file. Currently, the automated void match is made against the 

current CRN field. As a result, the original claim’s CRN will not result 
in a match with the adjusted claim’s CRN and accordingly, the claim is 

pended or denied. If the adjusted claim adequately addressed the IPRO 

denial determination, then no further adjustment would be warranted. 

However, if the adjusted claim did not properly address the reason for 

the denial determination, then a potential recoverable amount still 

exists. Our review disclosed numerous potential recoverable amounts. 

3. 	 The IPRO made a few clerical errors in inputting denial determination 
data which resulted in non matches on the CRN field. Our review 

disclosed that valid denial determinations remained unprocessed 

because of these errors. 

Through inquiry we learned that no formal review of the pended and denied 


claims had been made by NYS. Rather, we were advised that State officials 


believed that the claims appearing on the Pended or Denied Void 

Transactions reports had been recouped because the affected providers had 


voluntarily submitted the voided claims themselves directly to CSC prior to 


IPRO’s submission. Accordingly, State officials believed that all recoveries 


had been made and that no further action was required. 


Of the 2,281 pended or denied claims reviewed, we found that 1,100 or 48 


percent were attributable to the State’s explanation that the providers 


themselves had voluntarily processed the necessary voids or adjustments. 


For another 335 claims, we determined that IPRO had reversed its original 


denial determination subsequent to the printing of the Pended or Denied Void 


Transactions report. Accordingly, for these 1,435 claims, no further recovery 


action is warranted and their status as pended or denied claims has been 

resolved. 


However, for the remaining 846 claims, we believe that IPRO’s denial 


determinations remain valid but timing factors, system limitations involving 


the CRN field, clerical errors and lack of follow-up have precluded the 


processing of the necessary financial adjustments. For these claims, we 


believe additional recovery action should be initiated by NYS and we have 


computed the potential financial effect of the unprocessed denial 

determinations as follows: 
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For 119 claims ($471,470 - Federal share $201,270), we determined 

that the providers voluntarily submitted voided claims prior to the 

processing of the IPRO tapes but then resubmitted these p.reviously 

voided claims. The rebilled claims were then paid. In effect, the 

denied claims have not been recovered or properly credited. 

For 642 claims ($4,468,715 - Federal share $1,752,962), our review 

indicated that providers had submitted adjusted claims prior to the IPRO 

tapes being processed. Our analysis indicated that the adjusted claims 

covered the same periods as IPRO’s original denial determinations and 

accordingly, there is a high probability that the denied determinations 

have not been effectively recovered or properly credited. 

For another 80 claims ($24,610 - Federal share $10,686), we 
determined that IPRO had meant to deny certain additional dates but 

inadvertently entered dates which had previously been voided on an 

earlier tape. Accordingly, the error caused the denial determinations to 

be pended or denied. The error was not detected and accordingly, 

these 80 claim denials were never processed and financial recovery 

action is warranted. 

For 5 claims ($64,634 - Federal share $32,317), we determined that 

IPRO incorrectly entered the provider numbers on their denial 

determination tape which then resulted in a non match when the tape 

was run against the inpatient paid history file. The error was not 

detected and thus no financial recovery was made for these 5 claims. 

In summary for the 846 claims, we identified a potential unrecovered amount 

of $5,029,429 (Federal share $1,997,235) in claims submitted for voiding by 

IPRO that were not processed by CSC. The 846 claims represent denials 

involving 107 hospitals that were pended or denied during the processing 

phase and still remain unrecovered. As a result, neither the State nor the 

Federal Government have been properly credited with their share of these 

overpayments. 

APPENDIX A of our report includes a summary of the total and Federal share 

amounts identified by our audit as unrecovered for the 107 hospitals in 
question. New York State will have to determine what portion of these 

voided claims represent firm overpayments which need to be recouped. 
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Recommendations 

We recommend that NYS: 

1. 	 Work with IPRO and the affected providers to determine what 

portion of the $5,029,429 (Federal share $1,997,235) identified 

by our audit represents firm denial amounts that remain 

unrecovered. Once determined, NYS should recoup the 

overpayment amounts and credit the Federal Government with 
its share. 

2. 	 Institute follow-up procedures to timely review, evaluate, and 

clear transactions appearing on the Pended or Denied Void 

Transactions reports. 

OTHER MATTERS 

During our review, we found void transactions which IPRO had submitted that 


were subsequently pended or denied for admissions prior to our audit period. 


Specifically, our review found that IPRO submitted a total of 704 voided 


claims with admission dates prior to January 1, 1988 that were not 


processed by CSC. Our audit determined that 646 of the 704 voided claims 

were included in a prior review (CIN A-02-92-01 009) and accordingly, we 


limited our testing to the remaining 58 voided claims. 


We determined that 44 of the 58 claims appeared on the MMIS claims 


history, but we were unable to locate the remaining 14 because the affected 


providers had voluntarily voided the claims themselves and the denied 


Medicaid funds had been recouped. For the 44 claims, we found that IPRO 


reversed its original denial determinations for 4 of them and that the 


remaining 40 claims at 20 hospitals continue to be denied and unrecovered. 


These 40 voided claims total $618,579 of which the Federal share was 


$180,882. APPENDIX I3 of our report includes a summary of the total and 


Federal share amounts identified by our audit as unrecovered for the 20 


hospitals in question. 
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Recommendations 

We recommend that NYS: 

1. 	 Work with IPRO and the 20 hospitals to determine .what portion 

of the $618,579 (Federal share $180,882) for the 40 voided 

claims represents firm denial amounts that remain unrecovered. 
Once determined, NYS should recoup the overpayment amounts 

and credit the Federal Government with its share. 

STATE AGENCY COMMENTS 

In their comments dated October 31, 1994, DSS officials indicated that they 


have shared our report with DOH officials as well as DSS Program staff. In 


response to recommendation number one on page 9, DSS officials stated that 


they will work with DOH and IPRO to resolve these cases and if it is 


determined that voids are necessary, IPRO will submit the cases for 


processing. With respect to recommendation number two regarding 


instituting follow-up procedures to clear transactions appearing on the Pended 

or Denied Void Transactions reports, DSS officials stated that they will initiate 

a project with DOH and IPRO that will more closely track pended or denied 


voided transactions. 


As for the recommendation on page 10 involving 40 claims with admission 


dates prior to January 1, 1988 that remain unrecovered, DSS officials stated 


that steps and corrective actions similar to those mentioned in response to 


recommendation number one will be taken. 


The State’s comments are provided in their entirety in APPENDIX C of this 


report. 


OIG RESPONSE 

We are pleased to note that the State generally concurs with the 
recommendations contained within our report. In addition, we have provided 

the State with the claims’ history information, as requested, which should aid 
in the prompt recovery of pended or denied claims that remain unrecovered. 

Final determination as to actions taken on all matters reported will be made 

by the HHS official named below. We request that you respond to the HHS 

action official within 30 days from the date of this letter. Your response 

should present any comments or additional information that you believe may 

have a bearing on the final determination. 
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In accordance with the principles of the Freedom of Information Act (Public 

Law 90-23), Office of the Inspector General, Office of Audit Services reports 

issued to the Department’s grantees and contractors are available, if 

requested, to members of the press and general public to the extent 

information contained therein is not subject to exemptions in the Act, which 

the Department chooses to exercise. (See 45 CFR Part 5). 

To facilitate identification, please refer to the referenced common 
identification number in all correspondence relating to this report. 

Sincerely yours, 

John To&r-tour ’ 
Regional Inspector General 

for Audit Services 

Direct Reply to HHS Action Official: 


Mr. Arthur J. O’Leary 


Associate Regional Administrator 


Division of Medicaid, HCFA, Region II 


U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 


26 Federal Plaza, Rom 38-l 30 

New York, New York 10278 
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APPENDIX A 

SCHEDULE OF NON-RECOVERED AMOUNTS 
FOR ADMISSIONS ON OR AFTER T/1/88 

NON;;;R;)(~RED 

PROVIDER NAME SHARE 
Beth Israel Medical Center $159,702 

Cabrini Medical Center 42,278 

Presb terian Hospital-NYC 1gg 

St. CYare's Hospital 

St. Vincent's Hospital 122:488 

Pelham Ba Hospital 

St. Barna i!l
as Hosp!tal 
Hospital for SpeciaL.Surgery 8r%l 
Hospita! for Joint Diseases g:gg 
Lenox Hill Hospital 

3;06iVictor Hospital 
Manhat Yan Eye Ear Throat Hospital 

bkuE~~~:~~'H6:~':~"' 


Montefrore Medical Center 

Our Lad of Mercy Medical Center 

Br90kda.e Hospital
Y 
Unlverslt Hos ital of Brooklyn 
Brooklyn iospiral 

Maimonldes Medical Center 

Kingsbrook Jewish Medica! Center 

Lon Island Colle e Hospital 

Mett%dist Hospita ? of Brooklyn 

Lutheran Medical Center 


Nyack Hospital 

Nassau County Medica! Center 

Horton Memorial Hospital 

St. John's Queens Has ital 

Booth Memorial Medica.Y Center. 

Staten Island Unlver;l;;o~;spltal 


ties Hospital 

'%er‘@ Elmhurst 

Queens Hospital 

North Centr-' Orrrnv 

St. Vinceni :yi ke;i;':alCenter Richmond 


-T...-’ 

Comiiunity (;eneral Sullivan Harris 

Benedictine Hospital 

Mount Verno In Hospital 

Northern We,stchester Hospital 

Unitec	i Hospital

Iester ___...‘ Medicaltiestct .----. ..~ ~~ Center 
White Plains Hospital 
Mercy Medical Center. 
Central Suffolk Hospital. 
Eastern Lon Island.Hospltal 
Good.Samari 3 an Hospital 
limlll;lgtc$ “^--*+-

Strana Memorial 

~~LK2morial Institute 
Sheehan Memorial Hospital 6St. Jerome Hospital 

Woman's Ch ristian Association 

Olean Generat Hospital 1907 


St. Luke's Roosevelt Hospital 7+;4 

North GeneUral Hospital 

812
Universitrr' Hospital 
269
-..- -. -- -,

St. Mary's : Hnsoital Rochester 
4,275

..__ 
Buffalo Genera! 
St. Joseph's Hc 
St. James Mere 
Bronx Lebanon I 
United Health :-
Beekman Downtown Ho! 
Bayley Seton.Hosplti 31 
Woodhull Medical Geliter 
Beth Israel Medical Center 

of BrooklynSt: Mary's Hospital *.ri,-meEpiscopel Health Sel Ilr.-_l 
Interfaith Medical^".,.^ ---.1 Center*A7 -n^,..m-r-n 



APPENDIX B 

PROVIDER 
NUMBER 

00243132 
00243178 
00243201 
00243265 
00243449 
00243518 
00243572 
00243590 
00243614 
00243701 
00246039 
00246048 
00246066 
00246117 
00246153 
00274364 
00354967 
00476022 
00729373 
00729382 

SCHEDULE OF NON-RECOVERED AMOUNTS 
FOR ADMISSIONS PRIOR TO l/1/88 

TOTAL 
AMOUNT 

PROVIDER NAME NOT RECOUPED 

Cabrini Medical Center 
Presbyterian Hospital-NYC 
St. Glare's Hosoital 
Pelham Bay Hospital 
Victory Hospital 
NY Hospital 
Brookdale Hospital 
University Hospital of Brooklyn 
Brooklyn Hospital 
Methodist Hospital of Brooklyn 
Bellevue Hospital Center 
Bronx Municipal Hospital 
Coney Island Hospital 
Kings County Hospital Center 
Queens Hospital 
John T. Mather Memorial Hospital 
St. Luke's Roosevelt Hospital 
Bronx Lebanon Hospital 


St. Marv's Hospital of Brooklvn 


Episcopal Health Services ' 


$10,974 
8,840 
15.442 
21266 
1,930 
2,708 

189,960 
8,554 

136,838 
7,340 

48,203 
5,760 
2,700 

IO;260 
33.908 
161134 
68,635 
31,252 
1.852 

15;023 

NON-RECOVERED 
FEDERAL 
SHARE 

85.487 
4j420 
7,721 
1,133 

965 
1,354 

0 
4,277 

63,158 
3,670 
1,563 

0 
1,350 
5,130 

16,954 
8,067 

34,317 
12,879 

926 
7,511 

$180,882GRAND TOTAL FOR 20 PROVIDERS 8618,579 
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 

40 NORTH PEARL STREET, ALBANY, NEW YORK 12243-0001 

NELSON M. WEINSTOCK
MICHAEL J. DOWLING 

Commissioner Depufy Commissioner 
Management Support and 

Quallty Improvement 

October 31, 1994 

Mr. JohnTournour 

RegionalInqectorGeneral 

for Audit Services 


Officeof InspectorGeneral 

Officeof Audit Services 

DepartmentofHealth&HumnServices 

Region II, FederalE?uilding 

26 FederalPlaza 

New York,NY 10278 


Re: 


Dear Mr. Tournour: 


HHS/OIG Draft Report: Review of 
Island peer Review 
Organization's Denials of Full 
MedicalAssistanmClaimsthat 
NY.5Identified as Fer-dedor 
Deniedthmqhthe Autamated 
VOID Process A-02-94-01008 (94-
033) 

We shared your referenced report with the Department of Health (DOH) as 

well as with our Prqram staff for review at-dcomment. The following is our 

responseto the report's recmmer&tions. 


Recmmendation: Work with Il?RDand the affectedprovidersto determinewhat 
portionof the $5,029,429 (Federal share$1,997,235)identifiedby our audit 
represents firm denialamountsthatremain lmrecover~. Oncedetexnined, 
NYS s-houldrecxxmthe uvm-,%mit am*untsmd creditthe Federal Guvermnent 

withits share. 


Response: We will work with the De-t of Health and the Island Feer 

Review Oryanization (IPRO) to resolve these cases. TheDepartmentofHealth 

plans to obtain adatatapeofthe 846 unresolvedcases, which1mthen 

will use to determine whether voids should be instituted. If voids are 

necessary, 1PROwillsubmitthecase.s for prccessirg. 


Recmmendation: Institutefollow-u2pmc&ures to timelyreview, evaluate, 
.

and cleartransactionsappearxnqon the Fendedor Denied Void Transactions 

remrts. 


Response: To help assure that paymentsare proper, we will initiatea 

projectwith DOH and IPKI that will mre closely track per&d or voided 

transactions. 
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Recmmendation: Work with 1m and the20hospitalstodeferm:inewhat 


portionof the $618,579(Federalsmzzz. 40mzLyde% 

represents firm denialamountsthat L 


NY6shouldrecouptheaverpa~ment~~andcredittheFederal Government 

withitsshare. 


Response: These 40 voided claims will be included as a p.& of the media 

tapes mentioned in the response to the first recmmmdation. IfIFQomakes 


a detenninationthatthese claims shouldbe recovered, thenecessary steps 

reccnmnendedwill be taken. 


Thank you for sharing this report with us. Wetrustour corrments are 


responsive to the issues raised. 


Deputy Cormissioner 

Division of Management Sup?oti 

&QualityImprovment 



